Activity 1:
Ron wanted to get a library card so that he could check books out. Have you ever checked books out? Libraries are closed right now, but if you do not have a library card, you can create one! With the help of a trusted adult, you can use construction paper, crayons, markers, and scissors to create your own library card. Be creative! Post a picture of the library card you created to social media using the hashtag #StorytimeWithETV.

Activity 2:
Ronald McNair became an astronaut for NASA! Astronauts get to explore space! Draw a picture of what you think space looks like! Include the stars, planets, meteors, clouds, and anything else you believe can be found in space! Post a picture of your creation to social media using the hashtag #StorytimeWithETV.

For posting on social media use #StorytimeWithSCETV

Questions, contact us at etveducation@scetv.org